
Colorado & New Mexico

Sarah Groh
The Complete Wedding Musician

Thank you and Congratulations

on your Celebration!

My name is Sarah and I am a

professional singer, pianist,

and curator of music. I have

successfully supplied wedding

and memorial music for over

300 Protestant, Secular, and

Catholic services within the

span of 27 years.

For your wedding service: I

am able to sing and play the

piano or keyboard during your

service. I can help you select

music for the occasion and give

you an idea if the music you

select is acceptable by the venue of your choice. In some cases, pop tunes are not allowed in formal

church settings. To be sure, I will contact your church or venue and secure music, mass parts, and

needed equipment for your special day.  I have also worked with many out of state family members

who wish to be a part of the ceremony. I will buy music, connect with your "cousin who will play the

violin" and schedule a rehearsal time around the wedding day.

For your reception: I can supply a tasty jazz quartet to play in the background of your party. An

intimate group of upright bass, keys, drums, guitar, vocals playing standard jazz and R&B tunes. The

nice thing about having a quiet little jazz quartet is, the older couples will really enjoy dancing and

hearing the sweet tunes they fell in love to.



The Professional Wedding Musician $250

I love participating in wedding celebrations, whether it is your 1st, 2nd, or 3rd time.  I love
young and older couples who are committing to a life together that make both people
better.

The Perfect Wedding Musician is an easy straight forward booking for your wedding. I
prepare and show up to play and sing the music you would like for your special day.

- Choose your music, hymns and special music, performed or congregational.

- I will find, prepare, and rehearse the music. I will show up to your wedding and
accompany your ceremony, making it beautiful with the music you chose.

- Choose your own selections or some songs I recommended. I will attend your rehearsal if needed Colorado Springs

- This Offer does not include corresponding with your venue, family, or other ceremony logistics. - $150 Deposit

The Complete Wedding Musician $350

Would you like to have a little more organization and support? Choose this
options for your piece of mind.

- I will curate your music - Follow up with the musical set up for the venue of
your choice - coordination with any family musicians, wedding rehearsal if
desired, and singing and accompanying (piano) for your wedding.

- A Deposit to hold Package and Date: $200 - due at booking

- Open to Colorado and New Mexico Weddings only - Travel costs beyond Colorado Springs - $100 will be added to
your booking invoice

* If a change of date is necessary, please let me know ASAP. I am flexible if the date needs to be changed once.

Jazz Quartet Reception $500

Want some background music that lends a classic mood to your special

day?  I can supply a tasty jazz quartet to play in the background of your

party.   I lead an intimate group of upright bass, keys, drums, guitar, vocals

who play standard jazz and R&B tunes. The nice thing about having a quiet

little jazz quartet is, the older couples will really enjoy dancing and hearing

the sweet tunes they fell in love to.

- The Quartet will show up 30 minutes before we begin playing. Details surrounding and traditional cake

cutting, wedding couple entrance, and special dances can be handled with ease.

- I will connect with your venue and handle any sound equipment needed.

- We have a 1 hour and 30 minute set of Jazz and R&B standards played by professional musicians...and

your recommendations are always welcome.     - $225 deposit is due at time of booking.

- This amazing Jazz Quartet is only available for weddings in Colorado Springs - unless you would like to

discuss travel costs and accommodations.
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